
FROM THE PRESIDENT – ‘Presidential Ponderings’ 
 

 
 

Welcome to the summer edition of Billboard and once again 

many thanks to Ken and Ed for their hard work in putting it all 

together. 

Welcome also to all our new members and I hope you are 

enjoying the WMTC experience. 

Meet the Show Night, auditions and music rehearsals have all 

come and gone and we are well under way with floor 

rehearsals. From what I have seen so far the producers and 

directors have come up with the goods once again and I am 

sure that “A Night To Remember” will be just that!! 

I must record our thanks again to John and Di who turn up 

week after week to run our raffles which really help to cover the cost of our rehearsal 

rooms. Thank you both. 

The Worcester Carnival was a great success this year and it was great to be involved 

with PYPLC’s fantastic float. Well done to Phil and his team for putting it all together 

and to the stalwarts who went round the streets with the float giving out our flyers.  

As I write it is a little over three months until opening night. Once holidays are over 

rehearsals will start to intensify, the behind the scenes teams will become more 

involved as the show comes together and our patrons will be receiving their tickets. On 

that point what a fantastic result to have sold 65% of our tickets before handing over to 

Worcester Live to continue selling for us. Well done Gill for coping with all the phone 

calls, letters etc. and keeping records of who has ordered, paid and so on. 

So, on we go, keep up the good work everybody involved in the show and I am sure we 

will have another winner on our hands. 

See you at Perdiswell 

Dick 
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CHAIRMAN’S CHUNTERINGS 
  

After bunking off for most of August while the cast 

sweltered in the rehearsal room, it is great to be 

back and see the buzz around what is going to be 

a great show, with the singing and moves gelling 

and backstage gearing up. 

With an extra performance this year, ticket sales at 

over 70% (and both matinees sold out) are very 

encouraging. No doubt Gill’s ticket report later in 

this newsletter will also show that Wednesday, 

Friday and Saturday nights are likely to sell out 

too, so don’t delay if friends and family want to 

come to those performances. Opening night at £2 

off still needs pushing so please put up posters, get leaflets into suitable 

outlets (Ellie will be chasing you on this), and spread the word on Facebook 

and other social media. Phil and Ellie always welcome help with publicity, and 

Stuart with marketing. 

Aileen will be asking you if you would like to sponsor a song or songs in the 

show, and this is a popular way for supporters, life members and others to 

support the show. You can also remember loved ones this year through the 

poppy drop; for those who haven’t done the Remembrance section before, this 

will be something that you will remember for ever. 

Please let Phil know if you know of a business that might advertise in the 

programme or sponsor us; interval drinks with the President are one of the 

perks of doing so. Helen will also be asking for raffle prizes in due course. 

Our supported charity this year The Royal British Legion are great to work with 

and always give us a lot of reciprocal support, and we look forward to working 

with the Ladybird Trust and Acorns Hospice next year as chosen by the 

company. 

Finally, please support the weekly raffle which Di and John kindly run for us 

(and provide most of the prizes) which helps pay for the rehearsal room and 

enjoy playing to full houses in due course. 

 
 

David 



 
Show Producer’s Chiruppings 

 
 
 
 
The heat has been on in more ways than one at 

PYPLC !  Monday nights have seen everyone 

breathless, not just with excitement , but with all the 

effort that has been poured into rehearsals so far. 

Five sections are completely set.... Boogie 

Wonderland, Remembrance, True Colours, Mama 

Mia and It’s always a Good Time and our finale The 

Best of the Brits, is just a whisker away from 

completion. This just leaves Disney, One night in 

Paris and the Harlequin and men’s link still to be worked on. Carole and 

Annie have been sourcing and buying costumes, lots of trying on has been 

done and the rails of sized and pressed outfits are beginning to build up. Our 

props team have been meeting up to start to wade through the producers lists 

of  requests and our backstage team have most of our cloths and scenery 

ordered.  

Our Facebook group is a wonderful resource for revision or to help if you 

have completely missed the setting of a section. Thank you to all our filmers 

and uploaders.   

I hope you are all enjoying rehearsals and being part of such a wonderful 

team effort.  

Keep up the good work. You are all doing so well. Lucky us with so much to 

look forward to Rehearsals are going well and we’re on schedule.  Our new 

members have quickly been absorbed into the craziness with the help of the 

old hands . 

8th October is our Friends and Family night (7.30 – 9.00 ) when you can 

invite anyone you are related to, or even just know, who would like to 

come and see a rehearsal , have a glass of wine and meet the cast. It’s a 

great focus for us to get the show performance ready with several 

rehearsals to go before we move to the theatre. Anyone who might think 

of joining us next year would be particularly welcome. 

 

 

Val x 

 

 



Ticket News from Gill 
We have now sold over 70% of the tickets for ‘A Night to 
Remember’ .This time last year we were on 58% so things 
are looking good. 
The tickets ordered through me - amounting to 1,601 so 
far , are in the process of being sent out. - good job I have 
a glamorous assistant to check for any mistakes!! 
I will be at rehearsal next Monday to collect any money you 
may have for me and to bring your tickets if you have 
already paid. 
As most of you know, we will be away in Oz from 18th  Sep 
- 12th Oct. if you need to buy tickets during this time the 
box office no. is 611427 or you can go online There is a 10% booking fee if you 
order that way but no fee if you buy tickets in person. The booking office for 
Worcester Live is next to Primark. 
Love Gill x  
 
 

WMTC AGM and DVD Night- 
January 6th 2018 
 
As can be seen from the 
accompanying photographs, our 
AGM was well attended and was 
conducted swiftly and smoothly by 
our President Dick Saunders.  The 
various reports were well received 
and voted through without demur.  
 
Of course there were highlights, not 
the least the eagerly awaited 
awarding of the TACKI cup (the 
Totally Amazing Cup for Kissable 

Individuals). This year, the recipient was Dave Alban 
for services to curry making and being an all round 
‘good egg’!. Of course, he will have to obey the strict 
rules of the TACKI Cup, and proudly display it in a 
prominent place in his living room - we look forward to 
seeing it there, particularly on the Boys’ Singing and 
Curry Night on the 5th of October. 
 
DVD Showing of ‘Walking on Sunshine’ 
 
As usual, Robin Barton, our master DVD maker, turned 

up to show the cast just how 
good they looked in ‘Razzle 
Dazzle’. It was a great evening, 
and everyone appreciated just 
how good the results of all our 
hard work were. As usual, we 
had wine and nibbles purchased 
by the proceeds of John and Di’s 
weekly raffle, and by the end of the 
evening everyone was replete and 
happy. 



WMTC Committee January 2018 

 
 President - - - - - - - - - - -  Dick Saunders 
 Chairman - - - - - - - - - - -  David Rippe 
 Secretary - - - - - - - - - - -  Julie Ford 
 Business Manager- - - - -  David Rippe 
 Treasurer - - - - - - - - - - -  Dick Saunders 
 Girl’s Rep - - - - - - - - - - -  Jenni Southern 
 Boy’s Rep - - - - - - - - - - -  Kieran Mandell 
 Non-Acting Rep - - - - - -   Mary Phillips 
 Membership Secretary  - -  Sally Dudley 
 Ticket Manager - - - - - - -   Gill Saunders 
 Publicity Team Leader - - -  Phil Weston 
 Marketing Representative-  Stuart Southern 
 Social Chairperson - - - - -  Ellie Bugg 
 Show Producer 2018- - - -  Val Knight 
 Show Administrator 2018-    Anne Lloyd-Jones 
 
 
 
CD Making - 

 
OK, so when did 

rehearsing in a 

small space, and 

then recording 

DVDs under 

pressure become 

so popular?  There 

used to be a small 

but dedicated group 

of singers who got 

together to make 

the CDs for the 

cast. However, as 

you can see from the pictures, this is no longer the small group that it used to 

be, but an ever increasing one, that gets together on average once a week 

from December until March, learning the music, and then making the 

recordings for the CDs that all the cast learn from. A thankless task I hear you 

say? Well, they get to hear, and learn the music first - and then there is the 

cheese and wine! (Could this be the real reason why they attend?)  A very 

convivial set of evenings, with a frisson of fear as the recordings, and parts 

are recorded live. Thanks to everyone involved in this task (and that’s from 

the British Cheese Foundation!) 

 



Meet the Show Night 19th March–‘A Night To Remember’ 
 
As you can see from the photos, Meet the Show Night was once again a 

night to see old friends after the long break,  and a night to make new 

friends.  Everyone 

enjoyed hearing 

about our plans 

with each of the 

section Directors 

outlining what they 

wanted to do with 

their sections, 

Anna described 

what it was like to 

be a ‘newbie’ in 

WMTC, and the work of The Royal British Legion was outlined by  David 

Waldron. And, as has 

become a tradition in 

WMTC (and we do love 

a tradition!) we all had 

fun singing  through of 

some of the songs from 

the show, and anyone 

that wanted to took part 

in an energetic 

choreography session. 

Once again thank you 

to everyone who came along.  

 
WMTC Auditions for A Night To Remember 
 
The 9th of April 2018 

was a date that sent 

shivers down the spine 

of many budding singers 

and dancers, and not a 

few ‘old hands’ as well - 

the auditions for the 

WMTC 2018 show ‘A 

Night to Remember’ 

were upon us! 



The vast majority of last years cast were there along with a large group of 

‘new’ prospective members who all nervously gathered to listen to Val 

attempting to calm their nerves. The usual format was explained (solo 

singing, and small group dancing) and then we were off. The evening 

progressed at lightning speed, with no problems, and a sigh of relief was 

passed by all, particularly as the results were emailed out so quickly (thanks 

Annie).   As you will see later in this newsletter, there were a large number of 

new members, who we are delighted to welcome to the happy family of 

WMTC. 

WMTC 2018  Cast List 

          The Girls      The Boys 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Our Friendly Auditions Panel 

Lucy Banks 

Bex Brown 

Ellie Bugg 

Gemma Chan 

Jacque Cook 

Roisin Comerford 

Jen Dudley 

Lucy Dudley 

Zoe Frayne 

Bernie Harker 
Sara Hedges 

Sara Johnson 

Carlene Jones 

Miriam Knight 
Annie Lloyd-Jones 

Jade Merry 

Julie Merry 

Eden Nash-Lewis 

Misela Panajotova 

Gabriela Panajotova 

Mary Phillips 

Laura Skelton 

Lotte Collins 

Eleanor Tovey 

Cath Skyrme 

Dan Adams 

Dave Alban 

Max Allen 

Lee Card 

Steve Carley 

Tom Collen 

Allan Dudley 

Russ Dudley 

Sam Dudley 

Royston Gething 

Darren Harber 
Ken Knight 
Kieran Mandell 
Brendan Meaklim 

Sean Powell 
David Rippe 

Stuart Southern 



First Rehearsal for ‘A Night To Remember’ 

Our first rehearsal took place on the 23rd of April and took the format of 

music learning, led by 

Mat and a little bit of floor 

work. Already the music 

sounded very good and 

the moves progressed 

quite smoothly. 

As has become a much 

loved WMTC tradition, we 

finished the evening with 

drinks and nibbles to 

celebrate the start of this 

year’s show. 

 

Rehearsals for ‘A Night To Remember’ 
 
We have 

managed 

to virtually 

complete 

five 

sections. 

Everyone 

is working 

incredibly 

hard and 

already a 

number of sections are being fine tuned. One of the joys of rehearsals is that 

the cast are having fun as well as concentrating hard on the moves and 

words. The hot nights have been not helping the dancers keep their cool in a 

few of the more 

strenuous sections! 

Various visitors have 

commented on the 

sheer hard work that is 

put in, but most 

particularly the 

enjoyment that is 

obvious amongst the 

cast. 

 



Sub Human News (Mainly Ellie!) 
 
New Years Eve Wine Night! - 
 
We said goodbye 2017 and hello 2018 in our usual way at The Acers, with 
fun, style and 
surrounded by the best 
people, (our WMTC 
family). I do remember 
most of the evening but 
as some of you might 
remember I was getting 
over the dreaded 
Australian Flu that had 
me in bed for all of 
Christmas so memory 
is a little hazy for all the 
wrong reasons! 
Integrating a Wine 
Night and New Years 
Eve party would seem 
to be a risky 
undertaking, but all 
went well - the wines 
were flowing in the usual 
way and at some point 
during the reds we popped 
down to the cellar of fun, for 
some classic Bugg style 
games! They were hilarious 

and as well as brand new games we had some 
old favourites too, such as ‘Spit or Swallow’ - 
unfortunately Zoe this game is going to haunt 
you forever! On the stroke of midnight we 
celebrated the new year with a glass of bubbly 
and a sing song, we were joined by the WMTC 
littlies too who had managed to stay awake for 
the countdown. 
  
 
 
 



WMTC and Kays Wine Night Friday 18th May 
 
What a fantastic night we had, a different location (Phil’s house) but same 
fun! It was great to invite our Kays friends into one of WMTC’s traditions, and 

show them just how much we 
love to drink wine! The music 
quiz was much enjoyed, and 
the large selection of wines 
were consumed with gusto. 
Thank you Phil for having us at 
your lovely home and for all the 
little extras you provided, they 
were very much appreciated. 
 

 
 



WMTC Round the world Wine Night Wine night 3rd August 
  
To top off our hat trick of wine nights this year (so far....) was the Around the 

World wine night!.... Yes WMTC truly went global, we had loads of countries 
represented from Spain and 
France to the good old US of A. 
Mat and Ruth were in 
attendance, which of course 
meant Mat was forced into 
playing the piano (on his night 
off!!) and played through last 
years show with a room full of 
very willing singing volunteers. 
Dance moves were attempted 
but unfortunately the space was 
too crowded to attempt ‘the Dirty 
Dancing lift’. Which can not be 
said about Kieran and Zoe’s 
wedding day, when Kieran was lifted into the air by his men and 

rotated...sorry guys, you really 
can’t take us anywhere!! The 
glorious weather meant we 
could spend the majority of the 
evening in Val and Ken’s 
beautiful garden soaking up 
the last drop of sun before we 
descended into the house for 
the reds! Much cheese was 
eaten and fun had by all! 
Massive thanks go, for all 
three wine nights, to Ed and 
Ken without whom they just 
wouldn’t happen. Excellent 

wines are handpicked with so much thought, the wine notes we get are just 
brilliant and the quizzes are fantastic. The evenings, like the red wine, always 
go down so smoothly and everybody just loves coming, so please please 
keep having us for more!! 



Oh look we did something not involving wine…….. 
 
The Worcester Carnival 7th July  
 
On a boiling hot Saturday morning, a 
brilliant group of WMTC-ers gave up 
their time and sweat(!) to help fold and 
give out, what felt like a million, flyers 
for this years show. They once again 
put their lives on the line for our ticket 
sales, by daring to get into a vehicle 
that I was driving, although this year I 
very impressively even remembered to 
put on the parking brake! The carnival 
was so brilliant and I can honestly say 
that not one person who attended the 
Carnival left without a WMTC flyer and 
I am so sure we sell tickets from it. So 
thank you to the carnival team, I really, 
really appreciate you coming, giving up 
your time and just being brilliant 
people! 

 
WMTC Big Camp Out 17th - 19th August  
 
Well WMTC’s first camp out 
was a roaring success, and I’m 
not just talking about Dave 
‘firestarter’ Alban’s Saturday 
night fire pit. We all arrived on 
Friday some knowing what to 
expect, others (me) going 
completely into the unknown. 
After pitching up and creating a 
home away from home, with 
communal seating areas, game 
areas and the unforgettable 
catering tent, we all settled 



down to a scrumptious chilli dinner. After 
dinner came the bingo, a thrilling game 
which was made all the more competitive 
by the sun slowly setting and our game 
boards getting increasingly harder to see. 
The game concluded with arguably the 
cutest game of bingo ever played in which, 
because of his win of the previous round, 
the numbers were called by the littlest 
bingo caller ever, 2 year old Eddie! 
Saturday saw a wealth of brilliant activities, 
some went off on adventures, some swam, 
paddled boarded and pedalled across the 
lake, some played the most addictive 
game to man. The, coined by Kieran and 
now infamous, ‘hit the green ball with the 
green bat’, the reining champion of which 
is Geoff with a massive 36 hits. We had 
some group games on the Saturday night 
and a ‘BBQ’ which started off as a BBQ, 
but very quickly became a fire, with the 

help of wood foraged from the surrounding area. 
Sunday morning saw the group brunch, brought to us from the catering 
tent.... honestly I couldn’t make a breakfast that good in my own kitchen (!) 
and the farewell of some our troops, whilst some hard core campers stayed 
on until Monday. 
The weather was brilliant and we didn’t see a spot of rain, it was a tad windy 
through our second night but I think it was just a small test of our tent 
erecting capabilities. I am very pleased to inform you that all tents were still 
standing on Sunday morning. One of the highlights for everyone was the fun 
that the WMTC second generation children were so clearly having, they 
became such fond friends and joined in with the adults in all the, slightly 
questionable, group games. I think the children’s highlight was the disco and 
retro games party that they had on Friday evening, courtesy of Mark and 
Cath Skyrme. 
Everyone who attended the Camp Out, which on the Saturday when we had 
some day guests arrive amounted to 40 people, had just a brilliant time. 
Thank you to everyone 
who came and made the 
weekend so fantastic, the 
2019 WMTC Camp out will 
definitely be happening, 
well it has to – I’ve gone 
and bought a tent now, so 
watch this space!  
Don’t forget to check your 
WMTC Social bulletins for 
upcoming events and our 
all important show 
parties!! (Newbies - ask 
any of the older members!) 

 



 

Edie’s Big March Past! 20th May 
On 20th May there was a march through Worcester by the RAF to celebrate 
the 100th 
anniversary of the 
formation of the 
RAF. Our very 
own Edie Glover 
was an honoured 
guest, being one 
of the oldest in 
Worcester to 
serve in the 
WAAF during the 
2nd World War, 
and of course she 
did it in style! 

 
 
 
 
 

Stuarts 50th Saturday 2nd June  
Stuart reached an important milestone (his big five O) and held a party on 2nd 

June when 
great fun 
was had by 
all. Singing, 
dancing, 
eating and 
karaoke.   
 
 
 
 
 

Who could ask for anything more? 
 
 
 
Choice of WMTCs 2019 Charities 31st July  
The Charities for the 2019 show were voted on at the start of the evening. 
Four speakers put forward their 
charity, and the company voted 
during the course of the evening. 
All four charities were well 
supported, two of them came 
within a hairsbreadth of each 
other in terms of votes, and so 
the committee decided that next 
years charities to be supported 
by WMTC would be The Grace 
Kelly Ladybird Trust, and Acorns 
Hospice. 



Presentations to the soon to be newly weds. 
 
A WMTC 
tradition is to 
present a 
bottle of 
champagne 
in the break 
in rehearsals 
to members 
who are soon 
to be wed - 
and this time 
it was a brace 
of Zoe’s with 

their partners Kieran and Tom 
 
 
 
Weddings  
 
 
 
Dean and Beckys Wedding   - 
22nd March 
 
Our very own Dean and Becky got 
married on 22nd March, and quite a 
few of us attended 
the evening 
festivities. 
 

 
 
 
Kieran and Zoe’s Wedding - Friday 8th May 
 
Kieran and Zoe tied the knot on 8th May, and a 
great time 
was had by 
all - what a 
gorgeous 
looking 
couple! 
 
 
 
 
 



Tom and Zoe’s  Wedding - Sat 30th June 
 
Another Wedding and 
another great time - 
Once again, a lovely 
couple. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
New Cast Members  
 
Eden Nash - Lewis 

 
 
 
My name is Eden and I'm a student at the University of 
Worcester studying archaeology and heritage studies 
and history. I really enjoy coming to Worcester Musical 
Theatre Company because everyone makes you feel so 
welcome and it doesn't matter what your ability you’re 
given a chance to be involved  
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
Gabriella Panajotova 
 
I’m Gabriela, I’m studying Forensic Psychology at 
Worcester University and working as a Prison 
Officer.  
After leaving school my involvement in theatre 
stopped but my love for it carried on. That’s why 
when I saw WMTC perform I knew I couldn’t stay 
away from the stage any longer. I’m thrilled beyond 
words to be a part of this amazing cast and cannot 
wait to perform with them in November! 
 
 



Misela Panajotova 
 
I’m Mišela, I study at Worcester Sixth Form College. 
I’ve always had a passion for performing. That 
passion drove me to act and sing on the St Crispin’s 
stage for many years before moving up to Worcester. 
After I saw Razzle Dazzle in November 2017 me and 
my sister decided we had to get involved! Being part 
of WMTC feels like being part of the craziest, most 
amazing family - the best decision I’ve ever made!  
 
 
Lee Card 
 
Hello! This is my first WMTC show so I am officially a 'newbie' to all this...and, 
wow, what an experience it is proving to be so far! I've been blown away by the 

standard of singing, dancing, organisation, 
commitment but, most of all, by the harmony and 
love within the group. This is a company like no 
other I have known and I've been welcomed, 
supported and made to feel like 'one of the family' 
from day one - so thanks WMTC crew! 
I'm no stranger to treading the boards. My debut 
came at the age of 8 when I was wonderfully 
typecast by my primary teachers as a playing card!  
Since then, I've enjoyed performing throughout my 
life both in theatre groups, with choirs or individually. 
However, my greatest musical pleasure comes in 
my work. Singing with 600 plus pupils every week in 
hymn practices and whole school assemblies at 
Cherry Orchard Primary, in Worcester, where I work 
as Deputy Headteacher, is a privilege.  

I've an incredible family who have shown much forbearance during the rehearsal 
period so far...my wife, Helen, our two beautiful children, Lucas and Ruby, and 
my dog - a Weimaraner called Lester - keep my dancing feet firmly on the 
ground (and, along with work and living all the way up in them there hills, help 
stop me from going to too many of the WMTC social events!) 
I can't wait for the show...I've a feeling it'll be several nights to remember! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 

     Zoe and Tom Collen                   Eleanor Tovey                      Max Allen 
 



From Your Editors - Ken & Ed 
We hope that you have enjoyed this issue.  Any 

mistakes are ours (but inadvertent).  
Our next issue will be after the show.  

  
Please keep us in mind when news happens! 

 
 
Vocal Score - 30th Anniversary Concert 
 
 
If anyone is interested, a number of WMTCers are in Vocal Score and we’d be 

delighted to see you at our anniversary concert. 

Vocal Score is a mixed voices harmony group, formed in 1988, which has been 

singing regularly throughout Worcestershire, Herefordshire, Gloucestershire, 

Somerset and Birmingham ever since. The group has performed at a wide variety of 

venues which, in addition to numerous churches and village halls, includes Eastnor 

Castle, Chateau Impney, Worcester Cathedral, Worcester Guildhall, most of the 

theatres in the area plus country houses and retirement homes.  

Date: Saturday 6th October 

Price: £7.50 (Concessions £6) 
Time: 7.30pm 

Location: Henry Sandon Hall 
 


